SCIENTIFIC
LABORATORY SEATING SOLUTIONS
TBI’s Partners in Seat Innovation
WHO ARE BIMOS?
Bimos are the leading innovators in seating for the industrial and laboratory environments, with a wide
range of seating solutions for production, ESD, laboratory, clean room and standing environments.
EXPERIENCE. INNOVATION.
The Bimos product range and flexible options for adaptation help to achieve products that perfectly meet
the requirements of every single workplace. No other company has such a wealth of knowledge about
seating or the practical requirements of the workplace. Like TBI, Bimos always strive to truly understand
the needs of the customers so that the most appropriate solution can be devised.
TBI SCIENTIFIC ARE SPECIALIST BIMOS SUPPLIERS
INTUITIVE COMFORT. FUNCTIONAL FORM.
Laboratory work imposes unique seating requirements, which are unlike those of any other working
environment. As well as the need for maximum hygiene and easy cleaning, laboratory chairs also have to
meet a number of other requirements associated with routine laboratory tasks: They have to allow for
flexibility in terms of the work and must not take up too much space. Nevertheless, expectations remain
high in respect of ergonomics and comfort, as laboratory tasks call for fine motor skills, and high levels of
precision and concentration. The flexible configuration options take the strain out of demanding tasks that
involve leaning forwards such as microscope or pipette work.
The materials used are washable, can be disinfected and some even feature an antibacterial coating.
During production, the utmost care is taken to ensure that there are no seams or gaps that could encourage germs or bacteria to grow. Yet at the same time, aesthetic appearance must not be compromised. The
design and the colour variants fit perfectly into every laboratory. So bimos laboratory chairs – particularly
our unique flagship Labster – are the solution of choice, whenever seating is needed in the laboratory.

www.tbi-scientific.ie

